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Science has begun to prove what ancient myth and religion has always espoused: that there may

be such a thing as a life force. During the past few decades, respected frontier scientists all over the

globe have produced extraordinary evidence to show that an energy field -- the Zero Point Field --

connects everything in the universe, and we ourselves are part of this vast dynamic network of

energy exchange.Lynne McTaggart, indefatigable investigative journalist, has spent four years

researching this area where science meets the New Age to create this story of scientific explorers,

their groundbreaking work, and its controversial implications. Until now, conservative scientists have

done their best to rule "god" out of their equations. This book shows why the Zero Point Field makes

all things possible: all things connected in space and time."The Field also reveals a radical new

biological paradigm -- that on our most fundamental level, the human mind and body are not distinct

and separate from their environment, but a bundle of pulsating power constantly interacting with this

vast energy sea. Here, in so-called dead space, may lay the key to many of life's processes, from

how cells communicate to how organisms actually take shape. The Field is responsible for our

mind's highest functions -- our memory, intuition, and creativity. It is the force that finally determines

whether we are healthy or ill, the force that must be tapped in order to heal. Original and well

documented with eminently distinguished sources, "The Field also lifts many areas from the level of

myth into the realm of hard science. It offers a scientific explanation for many of the most profound

human mysteries, from howalternative medicine, spiritual healing, and extrasensory perception work

to the existence of the collective unconscious. A highly readable scientific detective story, "The Field

is the ultimate breakthrough book. It presents a bold new theory that will change your perception of

the way your mind and body work.
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McTaggart, an investigative journalist (What Doctors Don't Tell You), describes scientific discoveries

that she believes point to a unifying concept of the universe, one that reconciles mind with matter,

classic Newtonian science with quantum physics and, most importantly, science with religion. At

issue is the zero point field, the so-called "dead space" of microscopic vibrations in outer space as

well as within and between physical objects on earth. These fields, McTaggart asserts, are a

"cobweb of energy exchange" that link everything in the universe; they control everything from

cellular communication to the workings of the mind, and they could be harnessed for unlimited

propulsion fuel, levitation, ESP, spiritual healing and more. Physicists have been aware of the

likelihood of this field for years, McTaggart writes, but, constrained by orthodoxy, they have ignored

its effects, which she likens to "subtracting out God" from their equations. But, McTaggart asserts,

"tiny pockets of quiet rebellion" against scientific convention are emerging, led by Ed Mitchell, an

Apollo 14 astronaut and founder of the Institute for Noetic Sciences, an alternative-science think

tank. McTaggart writes well and tells a good story, but the supporting data here is somewhat

sketchy. Until it materializes, McTaggart may have to settle for being a voice in the

wilderness.Copyright 2002 Cahners Business Information, Inc.

"A fascinating and excellent presentation about the true nature of life that we need to be aware of

and accept." -- Bernie Siegel, MD, author of Love, Medicine & Miracles and Prescriptions For

Living"A fascinating and excellent presentation about the true nature of life&#x85; Read, learn,

accept and change." -- Bernie Siegel, MD, author of Love, Medicine & Miracles and Prescriptions

For Living"One of the most powerful and enlightening books I have ever read." -- Wayne W.

Dyer"The vast scope of this book lifts the veil on the state of being that is our birthright." --

--Nexus"This book liberates consciousness and restores it to its majestic and rightful position as a

causal power in the universe." -- --Larry Dossey, M.D., author of Healing Words, Reinventing

Medicine, and Healing Beyond the Body"This is an important book. . .It stretches the imagination." --

Arthur C. Clarke"This is both a primer to understand the law of attraction and the essential book of

our age." -- Jack Canfield, author of The Success Principles(TM) and featured teacher on The

Secret(TM)Fascinating, provocative and highly readable . . . One of the most thought-provoking



reads of [the year.] -- The EcologistThe vast scope of this book lifts the veil on the state of being that

is our birthright. -- NexusThis is an important book. -- Arthur C. Clarke

The author's style is clear and easy, step by step. While this is information I've known intuitively and

experientially for decades, it adds confidence to have scientific validation. Lynne McTaggart has

made it easy. My wish is for this 'secret' to become common knowledge and create the paradigm

shift this world sorely needs.

Big ideas are tigers argued and fought over. The author covers ground that in my opinion *should*

be covered in education courses on science, philosophy, and problem solving---but isn't in America.

McTaggart's book jumps into the gap with vital new eyes. She takes the reader exploring through

essential ideas that just are not covered in most college level education. Keys she cites are: The

Zero Point Field, wave communication, human knowing, non-logical entrainment, and throughout

the book she demonstrates these ideas using projects of many cutting edge researchers, implying

that what conventional science "thinks" is not necessarily so. The book invites readers to

re-examine beliefs and ideas they may have swallowed whole without critical testing. In the end,

Intent (deserves capitalized) appears to be little understood, and less known than many have grown

up to believe. Her next book on Intention picks up where The Field left off.

Red in small bits, I am not attached to a specific religion, this seems to be the basis for all religions I

have studied before they were split.

Very interesting! Well written from a non-scientist's point of view, but had a good bit of technical stuff

that could be a bit hard to follow at times. However, I highly recommend to those interested in the

subject!

I found this book fascinating. It discusses many aspects of quantum physics. It is a slow read

because the language is very scientific and you will learn new concepts that can be difficult to

understand. Anyone with an interest in science will love this book.

I now understand a little something about quantum physics. Some of the technical aspect was hard

to digest, but it was very interesting to learn more about our connections to each other, the earth,

the universe. Science proves the existence of God, not disapproves.



This is a very scientific explanation of Source / universe/ God. Not a quick read, but definitely worth

your attention. The information in this book definitely resonates with my belief system.

This book was my catalyst into a more scientific understanding of Noetic Sciences. As most, I didn't

really know what to believe but the author never ventured into opinion or her personal feelings,

making sure to stick to the facts. This book is not a super easy read however, the author made sure

to approach the topics with a very journalistic style ensuring that all detail mentioned could be easily

referenced back to the source.I found this to be most helpful because, as we all have a very minute

understanding of the world in which we live in, most of us have had one or two freaky instances in

our lives that we cannot explain. Out of body expierences, remote viewing, mind reading, psyhics,

etc. This book helps to explain them all with scientific reasearch performed by our world

governments under the control of brillant scientists,(which I have noticed all have thier own books).

This book touches on them all and simplifies quantum sciences to a level that just about anyone can

understand.It is highly recommended.
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